PHONE-ography 101
Instructor: Stephen Sherman

Course Description:
Your smartphone has become your go-to cameras of choice. It is always with you. Do you want to learn how to unleash it’s potential and your creativity? New York-based photographer Stephen Sherman takes you through some of his favorite apps for shooting, editing and sharing, and some accessories that help you get the most from your phone’s camera.

The first will cover shooting images with your phone and will include a discussion and practical on camera apps, including discussion of HDR, Panorama, image quality, and camera settings.

The second session will cover managing and editing your cell phone images and include a discussion and practical on various methods of editing, transferring and managing your pictures.

Items needed for class:
- Your smartphone, fully charged
- Ipad or Tablet (optional)
- Chargers for your devices (optional)
- Notebook and pen

Welcome New Students,

Please bring your phone and a connecting/charging cable with you. If you have an iPad, you might want to bring that to the class as well. If you are using any additional hardware with your camera phone, please bring it.

My contact information is below if you need to reach me or have any questions.

I look forward to meeting you,
Stephen Sherman
Tel: 347-449-6105
sfsherman.photography.com